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Pictures of 1300th Block of Manchester as on November 14, 2014 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



Pictures of the community from the past 

Image source: UDA 
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Letters of Support



A letter of support of the application of the Center for Building Performance andDiagnostics in the School of Architecture at Carnegie Mellon University forconsideration of a 2015 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban ExcellenceAs a multi-year resident in one of the homes created through the innovative bottomup community, university, governmental agencies, industry and urban leadershippublic/private partnership, I am pleased to write this letter of support.From approximately 1985 to 1991 my family and I lived in a ‘sustainable’ home inthe Manchester neighborhood on the Northside of Pittsburgh. This home was part ofthe ‘Manchester Project’, and was the product of a collaborative effort of severalorganizations: a neighborhood community group, several governmental, and privateagencies. The energy effective ‘lived-in’ project was based on the collaborative andresearch work performed by Carnegie Mellon University’s Institute of BuildingSciences, now the Center for Building Performance.I understood the project wasintended to help low and moderate income families to dramatically reduce homeand water heating costs, while improving indoor environmental quality.My experience was quite financially and environmentally beneficial, and wasrealized immediately. As a result of the research and application work that wasconducted on-site and in the homes, there was a significant reduction in our usageof gas for home and water heating. The reduction in monthly bills over a period ofseveral years amounted to significant savings while assuring good lived-in qualitiesfor my young family.In the meantime, I am pleased to know that the pioneering work in the ManchesterNeighborhood in Pittsburgh received many national and international awards and isof importance for many households in similar communities locally and across thecountry that benefit from the result of this work.
Sincerely,Darlene Covington DavisGraduate Program CoordinatorSchool of Architecture
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REFERAT
NACHHALTIGE STADTENTWICKLUNG

Ludwigsburg, 05.12.2014

Meeting in Pittsburgh on 20
th

and 21
st

November.

Dear Rudy Bruner Award Selection Committee,

As the Head of the Department of Sustainable Urban Development of Ludwigsburg, Germany, I am
impressed by the important future oriented work towards urban excellence in Pittsburgh. The
achievements of public/private partnerships advancing energy and environmental effective
neighborhood redevelopments, supported by interdisciplinary education, research, and multi-
professional decision making processes created groundbreaking livable communities.

The Manchester Neighborhood redevelopment project provides an outstanding example of long lasting
advanced practices.

The cities of Ludwigsburg and Pittsburgh are now pursuing opportunities to collaborate and learn from
each other how we can create sustainable built environments. In early May 2014, the Mayor of
Pittsburgh, Bill Peduto, came to Ludwigsburg with US industrial and community colleagues to interact
with the Lord Mayor of Ludwigsburg, Werner Spek, his team and German industries. In November I
had the pleasure to visit Pittsburgh and experience the performance of major breakthrough projects.

Just after I returned to Ludwigsburg in November we learned that our city was honored as the leading
midsize sustainable city of Germany. The possibility that you, the Rudy Bruner Award Selection
Committee would recommend to support the application of the private/public partnership work of the
Center for Building Performance at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh would further strengthen
our future oriented cooperation.

I was impressed by the great examples that you created by the extension of your new institute
because of the newest knowledge regarding to a sustainable construction industry. It was especially
interesting to see the already existing network for a future-oriented sustainable urban development in
Pittsburgh. Furthermore I appreciate our prospective cooperation between Ludwigsburg and
Pittsburgh.

I was fascinated by the other best practice examples which could be lighthouse-projects for other
cities.

It was very an instructive and almost unsurpassable event to visit the Intelligent Workplace (IW) at the
Carnegie Mellon University. The depiction of this energetically and climatically area was inspiring. In
addition to that the excellent research impressed my accompanists and me deeply.
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Particular the discussion at the Carnegie Mellon University helped to outline the common features and
differences between Pittsburgh and Ludwigsburg referring to the long term objectives. We can both
learn from each others experiences.. All in all this will give us the chance to stay in close contactand
follow the same course.

The sustainable redevelopment of the Energy Innovation Center shows us how you and your team
routes Pittsburgh to the future. The retrofitting of the building was impressive because of the
innovative conversion and the high-quality sustainable renovation. Therefore I want to thank you forthe
information and discussion concerning the funding of the building.

From my point of view the Energy Innovation Center contains a lot of potential to be copied by other
cities worldwide. Due to such projects we will be able to spread the issue of Energy and Sustainability
to our society. I myself took out al lot of suggestions for Ludwigsburg for our almost similar center.

Furthermore other best practice examples like the energetically renovation of the PNC bank, the
active/passive building in  South Oakland and the neighborhood redevelopment project showed us
why Pittsburgh is called the leading city of the United States for sustainable building retrofitting and
Sustainability.

It was an honor for me to spend these two interesting days with you and your. Not only the informative
study trips of the best practice examples but also the successful discussions with the deputies of the
citizenship of Pittsburgh strengthened us in our future cooperation. I look forward to this possibility of
working together which will both give us a synergetic effect by carrying out our projects.

Best regardsfrom Ludwigsburg,

Albert Geiger
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